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In 2003 workers restoring an eighteenth century mud-brick house in the town 
of al-Qasr in the Dakhla Oasis, discovered pieces of paper in the rubble of an 
adjacent house that had collapsed. Apart from scraps and small fragments of 
documents, the finds included many complete or nearly complete legible 
documents. The restoration of the mud brick house was carried out by the 
Qasr Dakhleh Project (QDP) under the aegis of the Dakhleh Oasis Project 
(DOP), a mainly but not exclusively archaeological international project deal 
ing with the history of the Dakhla Oasis from prehistoric times to the present.1 
During the subsequent campaigns of 2004, 2005 and 2007 more written 
pieces of paper were found in the remains of the ruined house, which, accord 
ing to local informants, was known as Bayt al-Qurashi and had been aban 
doned before 1940, probably due to its sudden collapse. This information tal 
lies with the fact that the most recent document in the collection dates from 
1937. The finds include religious texts, personal letters, magical texts, amulets 
and about 200 undamaged or nearly undamaged legal and financial docu 
ments written in the period between 1579 (987 H.) and 1937. A preliminary 
examination showed that they are the remains of a family archive of a branch 
of the local Qurashi family. All pieces of paper have been rehydrated, put be 
tween glass plates for conservation and numbered, and are now stored in Mut, 
in the storerooms of the Egyptian Antiquities Organization, Inspectorate of 
Dakhla. Dr. Fred Leemhuis, who is in charge of the Qasr Dakhleh Project, 

Kitaplar. 

Ba ... Medeniyeti Kar~zsmda Ahmet Midhat Efendi. Erzurum: Atatürk 
Okay, Orhan, " 

Tarihi. Istanbul: 

Çaglayan Yaymevi. 
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'Prof. Dr. University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam -Netherland. 
' For information on and the annual reports of the DOP and QDP, see 
http://arts.monash.edu.au/ archaeology/ excavations/ dakhleh/index. php 
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asked me to examine and eventually publish the legal and financial material. 
He himself will edit the personal letters and the religious texts and Dr. Alex 
ander Fodor will study the magical texts and amulets. The purpose of this pa 
per is to give a global description of the legal and financial documents and an 
impression of their value as sources for historical research by presenting an 

analysis of two related documents. 

The town of al-Qasr is situated in the middle of the Western Desert, about 
800 km south east of Cairo and 350 km west. of Luxor, halfway between the 
Nile and the present-day Libyan border. It goes back to Roman times as evi 
denced by the remains of a Roman wall that were recently discovered and 
dated. Having been the main town of the Dakhla Oasis for centuries, its 
function as an administrative centre have now been taken over by the town 
of Mut. According to the 1848 (1264 H.) and 1867 (1284 H.) censuses, the 
number of its inhabitants was around 3.500, most of them engaged in agri 
culture, made possible by the abundance of springs and wells in its vicinity. 
In the arid desert environment, these wells were economically just as impor 
tant as land. They were owned collectively, often by tens of persons and 
there existed complicated legal arrangements for sharing their water for the 
irrigation of the orchards and fields. A substantial part of the documents 
deal with titles to the use of water from these wells. 

Little is known about the history of al-Qasr. There are rumours that there 
exists a privately held manuscript chronicle of the town but as yet it has dis 
covered. The holdings of the Egyptian state archives (Dar al-Watha'iq al 
Qawmiyya) contain documents relative to al-Qasr in the shari a court sijills 
concerning the Dakhla Oasis, but these do not go back further than 1849.

2 

In 
addition the censuses of 1848 and 1867 give detailed information about its 

inhabitants and their occupations 3 'Al' M b 
1 

· 1 u arak devotes only a £ 1. 
a -Qasr in his al-Khitat al-Ti ifi . . . ew mes to th aw qzyya.4 A httle bit more may c 11 d fr 
e travelogues nineteenth-century Western travellers but . u e om 

available sources do not yield very h 1 . .' m general the tion th . muc . n view of this dearth of informa- 
' e present collection is valuable especially £ th 'al 

nomic history of the town. ' or e soci and eco- 

l ha~\ sdummarily catalogued all complete or nearly complete legal and fi 
nancia ocuments found so far in total 20 . - 
:: mainly of contracts, often :otarized in ::~:r :::~~0:;:.:.::; 
e es, IOUis, app~1~tment of attorneys and notes or lists regarding debts or 
xpenses. n addition I have found a f qfi . . . fatwas A sub t ti 

1 
ew wa yyas, Judicial sentences and 

ti 'ti ·. 1 s an a part of the documents are related to agricultural ac 
Vl es. ease or sale of land or of water rights, sharecropping or the a - 
;ent of taxes on land or springs and wells. (See Table Two) In addi~- y 
m:~: ~: :::;::;;:ents regardidn.g the maintenance of a springs and 1:~t: 
. rmers recor mg those from whom they leased water 
~ghts. I have ~ound no documents indicating that the family were en d 
m cattle breeding, trade or artisanal production. gage 

The oldest document of the collection is a waqfiyya with a len h 
:n one meter and dated 987 H. Unfortunately the first lines !e :::;; 

e most recent document is a tax recei t fr . 
shows the distribution f th d p om 1937. The following table o e ocuments over the Hijri centuries· 

10th century 2 (1%) 

nth century 28 (13%) 

12th century 44 (21%) 

13th century 78 (38%) 

14th century 24 (12%) 

Undated or not datable 31 (15%) 

Table One: Chronological distribution of the l al d fin . eg an ancial documents 

2 
The series with the oldest documents is Mudriyyat Asyut / al-Wahat al-Dakhila / Sijill al 
ishhadat, 26 registers from 1265 till 1307 H. With regard to the neighbouring Kharga Oasis, 
the DWQ holdings include the remains of a family archive, a collection of about one hundred 
microfilmed documents, dating from the 9th to the 13th centuries H. and related to the al 
Ansari family, a family oflocal sheikhs. DWQ, Watha'iq al-Wahat, Hujja # 392, Film# 9. The 
collection has been catalogued and partly edited by Salwa Milad. See Salwa 'Ali Mîlad,. 

Watha'iq Al-Wahat Al-Misriyya. Dirasa wa-Nashr wa-Tahqiq, Cairo, 2003. 
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3 DWQ, Sijill 4959 (qadim), Rabi, I 1264, Ti, dad al-nufus bi-mudiriri . 
Wahat al-Dakhila· DWQ Siiill otAi ( d' ) yat Asyut, Nawahi al- , ' , qa zm Ramadan 1284 Tid d 1 
Qasr b-1-Wahat al-Dakhila. ' ' ' a a -nufus fi nahiyat al- 

4 'Ali Mubarak, Al-Khitat al-taiofiqi I . d'd . . 1306 H .. zyya a -ja z a li-Misr al-qahira. 16 parts in 4 vols. Cairo 
., XVII, pp. 30-1. , 
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Al-Qasr had its own court of law. Forty three documents in the collection 
were issued and sealed by this court and seven more by Cairo courts. The 
inhabitants of al-Qasr followed the Shafi 'ite school of jurisprudence and 
nearly all of the deeds registered in court of al-Qasr bear the name and the 
seal of Shafi 'ite qadis from local families. Nearly all of these deeds record 
contracts and depositions and only three are sentences ending litigation. 
From the titles the local qadis used to refer to themselves it is clear that they 
regarded themselves as belonging to the Ottoman-Egyptian judiciary: they 
call themselves deputies (na'ib, khalifa) of the (Ottoman) qadi of the West 
ern Oases (qadi al-Wahat, or al-nazir fi al-ahkam al-shar 'iyya fl kamil 
aqalim al-Wahat).s This is consistent with the legal practice in Ottoman 
Egypt before the nineteenth century. The Hanafites qadis in Egypt would 
have deputies belonging to the other schools, adjudicating disputes and reg 
istering documents according to their own school but under the supervision 
of the Hanafite qadi. At least three documents were issued by qadis from 
other madhhabs. I found a sentence in a lawsuit about water rights, pro 
nounced in 1055 by a Hanafi qadi in al-Qasr, calling himself the khalifa of 
the qadi of the Oases" and a deed of appointment of a guardian over a deaf 
mute person, issued in 1090 by the court of al-Qasr but with the Hanafi qadi 
of the Oases (al-qadi bi-l-wahat) presiding." The third one contains a sen 
tence dated 1116 pronouncing a divorce for unjustified absence of the hus 
band issued by a Maliki qadi with the express authorization of the local 
Shafi'ite qadi. The reason for calling in the Maliki qadi is that Shafi'ite law 
does not recognize unjustified absence of the husband as a ground for di- 

vorce. 

As said before, only a part of the documents are contracts and sentences nota 
rized by qadis. The following table gives an impression of the types of docu- 

ments. Table Two: Categories of documents 

207 

Transactions r di 1 egar ng and, water and buildings: 

Sale ofland, buildings or trees 

Sale of water rights 

Sale of both land and water rights 

Lease ofland and/ or buildings 

Sharecropping (ja 'ala) 

Other transactions: 

Acknowledgement of debts 

Appointment of agents 

Financial arrangements (tasaduq) 

Related to family matters (marriage, 

succession, waqfs, guardianship) 

Receipts: 

For truces 

Other 

Accounts and lists: 

Accounts 

Lists (creditors, expenses) 

Miscellaneous 

Total number oflegal and financial documents: 

s The qadi of the Oases (Alwah) belonged to the first (lowest) rank of the six ranks of the 
Egyptian Ottoman judicial hierarchy. Galal H. El-Nabal,. The Judicial Administration of 
Ottoman Egypt in the Seventeenth Century, Minneapolis 1979, Appendix B. 

6 D.05.002 

7 D.05.024 

62 (32%) 

22 

17 

5 

14 

8 

33 (15%) 

12 

4 

6 

11 

42 (20%) 

23 

19 

37(18%) 

26 

11 

29 (14%) 

The significance of these documents is the. h great. In the first place this is due to 
Ir co erence. They form the, admittedl . . 

archive which 11 y rncomplete, remarns of a family 
fa . ' a ows us to pursue the social and economic histo of one 
mily over more than three centuries. Although in the state archiv; similar 
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documents are kept, they are catalogued in such a way that, unless they are 
completely digitalized and searchable, research on one particular family 
would be difficult to carry out. The Qurashi family seem to have belonged to 
the notables of the town: Among them there were several local judges and 
administrative sheikhs. Unfortunately no documents were found related to 
their public offices. That this family was involved in agriculture adds to the 
significance of the collection, since documents written by agriculturalists are 
scarce. But there is another point that makes this collection extremely inter 
esting: it includes types of documents such as personal letters, receipts, 
IO Us, contracts of minor importance, lists of debtors and financial accounts, 
documents that are usually not found in state or public archives. These 
documents, not written by official scribes, allow us to study the culture of 
writing in a remote desert town like al-Qasr. A third point of interest is that 
the collection is an important source for the legal history as it informs us on 
the application of the shari'a and the prevailing legal culture.f 

The documents can be used as sources for studying various aspects of al 
Qasr's history. They shed light on the social and economic history of the 
Qurashi family, one of the prominent families of the town, on landholding 
practices, social and economic and gender relations, and on the relationship 
between al-Qasr and the rest of Egypt, and especially Cairo. Moreover, by 
comparing different documents and analyzing the data, biographical details 
can be collected. In the following I will analyse two documents in order to 
illustrate the potential of the collection. They drew my attention because 
they contain contracts in the field of family law, a type of document that is 
rare in the collection, but my curiosity was roused by the fact that they were 
issued by Cairo courts and record contracts that were concluded in Cairo, 
whereas the few other documents issued by Cairo courts contain sales and 
leases ofland and water rights in al-Qasr, 

I will have a closer look at the following texts: 

A document issued by th H fl d 
Sib '9 . e ana eputy qadi of the court of Qanatir al- 
b::, recordm~ a ma_rriage concluded on 19 Rajah 1111 (10 January 1700) 

een a certam Salih b Husayn b M h d 
Wahi al- · . · · u amma b. Majid al-Qurashi al- 

Qasri and a white (bayda) woman called 'A . h Kh 
Allah th · yrs a atun ht. 'Abd 

, e manumitted slave (ma 'tuqa) of the late Hasan Agha The b id . 
represented by a certain Hasan b Makki al J . h . . n e is 

Idi C 'I. . - awis in the corps of retired 
so ers sz k al-mutaqa 'id)» The stipulated b 'd . . 
C . if ft . n e price was fifteen piasters /f-~ ms ~da), of which ten piasters were paid immediately. In addition 
a_ 1 promised to pay the rent of the apartment in the Suw 
;e1gh~ourhood11 where she lived and to support her minor dau;:!:tF~~~:a 
n exc ange, she allowed him to live with her.. . 

A document= issued by the Maliki d . . 1 eputy qadi of the court of Qus 
c:.d~ng an ag:eement (tasaduq) dated 17 Muharram 1116 (21 May 17:~ r: 
w ic ia ce~am Mustafa b. Murtada Agha, formerly of the Mutafarri a re ._ 
ment, 3 acting_ as an attorney for both al-Sharifa Fatima ht. al~Sa ~d 
Ahmad, th~ Widow of his uncle Sulayman, and for 'Ayisha b. 'Abd All:14 
the manumitted slave of his uncle and wife of Salih b H d I ' 
F ti ill · usayn, ec ares that 
a irna WI pay for the sustenance of 'Ayisha and her dau ht R 

whenever Salih leaves Cairo Thi . d . g er uqayya 
. . . sis one as a gift and Fatima nor 'A isha 

Will hav~ the nght to recover from Salih the amounts paid to him The l:tt 
present in court, accepts this arrangement. . er, 
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9 D.04.205. See Appendix One for the edited text 

10 The silk or Jama 'at al-mutoqa 'idin consisted of r . . 
Shaw, Stanford. The Financial and Ad . . e~red soldiers, supported by the Porte. See 

mzmstratwe Organiz ti d Ottoman Egypt (1517_17981 Princet 6 a on an Development of 
h omç 2, pp. 189, 201. 

:~ On al-Lala Market (Suwayqat al-Lala), see Mubarak, Khitat, vol. iii, 93-96 
D.04.270. See Appendix Two for the edited text. 

13 By the end of the seventeenth century the Mutafarri . 
most powerful of the Egypti ' qa regiments was the richest and the 

an army corps. Among its d ti th . . 
fortresses. It was the main milita b f u es was e garnsonmg of provincial 
Financial and Administrative O ry. a~e o support for the governors (vali's). Shaw. The 

rgamzation, pp. 193_4 14 Alth h th oug e name of former owner of 'Ayish . d'f£ . 
Agha or Sulayman Agha) I assume that 'A . h ba '.s I erent m the two documents (Hasan 

JIS a t. Abdallah refers to the same woman. 
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8 See e.g. on shareholding practices in al-Qasr: R. Peters, "Sharecropping in the Dakhla Oa 
sis:Sharia and customary law in Ottoman Egypt," in: The Law Applied: Contextualizing the 
Islamic Shari'a: A Volume in Honor of Frank E. Vogel. (ed. P. Bearman a.o), London 2008. 



f 
. ht )· Dos oair (Purchase of land and water rights, 

,s D.05.006 (1113, purchase o water ng s ' . . ase of a 
( l f land 1117)· D.04.29or (lease of land, 1119); D.04.236 Cle 

1116); D.04.273 sa e O ' ' • • ) D so (purchase of 
h 

· 1-Qasr 1119)· D.05.078 (sale of water rights, 1119 ; .05.0 . 
store ouse in a , ' ( hase of water rights 
t ights 1122)· D.04.29ov (lease of land, 1122); D.04.281r pure . , 

wa er n , , . )· D 289v (purchase of water rights, 
1123); D.os.003 (sentence about water nghts, 1125 , .04. ( 
1129); D.04.289r (purchase of water rights, 1129); D.05.081 (lease of land, 1131); D.05.014, 

the inventory ofhis estate, 1143). . , 
,6 D.04.236, dd. 1119, lease by Salih of part of a storehous in al-Qasr adjacent to Salih s house. 

,7 0_05_014, the probate inventory of his estate. . . e 
.s D.04.289 recto-i (or D.04.238); last line with dating missing, but Judgmg by the name of th 

qadi, must have been issued between 1110 and 1130. . v 

( al fl d 1101)· D os mzr (sale of land and water rights, 1106); D.05.012 
,9 D.05.004r s e o an , , · · 
(isqat of water rights, 1106). 
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stay for some time in Cairo, interrupted by visits to his hometown, as shown 
by a document issued in 1113 by the court of al-Qasr in which he is men 
tioned as the purchaser of water rights. 

The other leading character in the two documents is 'Ayisha bt. 'Abd Allah. 
"Ayisha's background is clear from the two documents. She was a white 
woman, who had been brought as a slave to Egypt. As her patronymic (na 
sab) "bint "Abd Allah" indicates, she was a convert to Islam. She must have 
been an imported slave, probably of Circassian origin. In the first document 
she has the honorific khatun, which would mean that she originally be 
longed to a family of a certain standing, in this case military rank. Her for 
mer owner was a soldier (regardless of whether he is called Hasan Agha or 
Sulayman Agha), her proxies in the two contracts are retired soldiers: Hasan 
b. Makki, al-jawish in the corps of retired soldiers (silk al-mutaqa 'id) and 
Mustafa b. Murtada (a nephew of her former owner), one-time officer 
(agha) in the corps of the Mutafarriqa. Another indication of the standing of 
the family of her former owner is that his wife bears the title of sharifa. That 
they were rich is clear from the fact that they coukld afford a white slave 
woman. That the second document was issued by the court of Qusun could 
also be a sign of wealth, since Qusun quarter was a rich residential 
neighbourhood whereas people would do their business in courts close to 
their homes or businesses. 

Salih probably came into contact with her via a marriage broker. The bride 
price Salih paid, fifteen piasters (450 nisffidda), ten of which paid immedi 
ately as the prompt bride ice, contrasts starkly with the bride price of 4.000 
nisf Jidda he paid to his first wife in al-Qasr. The difference is certainly due 
to the fact that ' Ayisha was not a virgin anymore: She had a infant daugh 
ter, Fatima, to take care of, most probably a child of her former master Su 
layman Agha. Before his death he must have manumitted 'Ayisha, or recog 
nized Fatima as his child, thus making "Ayisha an umm walad, who would 
be free upon her master's death. She cannot have been totally destitute: 
The Suwayqat al-Lala neighbourhood (khatt), where she lived, is located in 
the Hanafi quarter, a middle class area at the southwest end of the city, close 

The person linking these documents with al-Nasr is Salih b. Husayn al 
Qurashi, a party to both contracts. He appears in at least fifteen other 
documents in our collection, all issued by the court of al-Q~sr betwee~ 1113 

d 1143. Most of them are related to transactions regardmg water nghts, 
an d b ildi gs 15 From these documents it is clear that he landed property an ut in · 
lived in a house on the Shari, al-Qudat in al-Qasr", mos~ probably the 
house in whose ruins the documents were found. He died m 1143 (1730), 

l 
. if lled 'Avisha Mustafa Majid al-Qurashi (a first or second ea ving a Wl e ca ·J • 

cousin) and three children: Ruqayya, Fatima and Muhammad.17 F~o~ a~ 
undateable document about the payment of the deferred bride price it is 

l that he had married before in al-Qasr and that this marriage had ended 
C ear , l ' di b 
in a divorce. His first wife, Sayyidat al-Banat bt. Abu al- Izz a - Im~ 1, e- 
longed to another family of notables in al-Qasr.18 It is likely that he d1v_orced 
her because she did not bear him any offspring: among the three c~ild~en 
mentioned in the inventory of his estate there are none borne by this wif~. 
We do not know what Salih's business was in Cairo. What we do know is 
that his brother had lived there too or was, perhaps, still living ~here when 
Salih married. In at least three document issued by Cairo court~ in 1~01 and 
1106, he appears as a party. Curiously, the contracts registered in Cairo d~al 
with land and water in al-Qasr and the other parties and some of the wit- 

f al Qasr 19 This suggests that there was a small and probably 
nesses are rom - · . . 
fluid community of Qasrians in Cairo. It is plausible that Sahh mtended to 
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k f h Khalij Canal 20 h S . da Zaynab Mosque on the other ban o t e ·. ::e: s:~ied sometime before 1143, her daughter inherited 5.0:0 dmsf 

Jidda from her." Assuming that apart from her .two :;::~~;~~l;;~ th: f:: 
hild her fortune must have been 15.000 msf Ji . 
~:t ;::~e marriage contract she waived her right to.dei_na~d that Sal:~~~ 
the rent of her apartment, can be construed as an indication that s e 1 

have some means. 
. . tions The first one is what were Salih's 

The documents give nse to two ques . . ld 
and , Ayisha's motives in marrying one another and the second i: whhy w~u d 

k it n her to pay tor er roo the wife of , Ayisha's former owner ta e 1 upo . 
whenever Salih was absent. The first question is not too difficult to answer, 

. th 11 picture As we have seen, 
although there remain white spots m e ove~a . . . , A . sha must 
Salih wanted to stay in Cairo for some time. His marriage with Y1 h 

f hi providing him whenever e 
have been a convenient arrangement or im, ~ hi ti al 

. C . with a home for free and a wife to take care o is prac ic 
was m airo, . , A · h mi ht bring him into 
needs Maybe there was also another motive: yis a g . 

ct 'th members of the military elite. Some other men of the Qurash1 
contac WI . hi h t that they were 
family used the titles shurbaji and odabash1, w ic sugg~~ s . ) 

t d ith one of the Egyptian Ottoman military corps (oJaq 
somehow connec e WI • l t d to be . d ues from them Perhaps Sahh a so wan e and probably receive reven . 
incorporated in such a corps. 
He was willing to pay the bride price of ten piasters and to support nhot ohnly 

As t , A · sha it would seem t at er his wife but also his stepdaughter.23 o Y1 ' 

6 The marriage was registered at the court 
20 Andre' Raymond Le Caire, Paris,1993. PP· 2l9, 2 3. . . 

' 'A· h shvmg f Qanatir al-Siba, which is located very close to where yis a wa . 
o . f S lih's estate (D.05.014) lists a debt of 5.000 nisf fidda to Ruqayya 

21 The probate mventory o a 1 
· h rited from her mother. . 

for money m e . , two daughters inherit two thirds together as Korabic 
22 According to the rules of the, sh~n a, mainder of the state would go to the agnatic heirs 
heirs, whereas, in the case of Ayisha, the re 

of her former master. 'th hildren from a previous 
h been common when women Wl c l 

•3 Such a clause seems to .ave - Abdel-Rehim, "The Family and Gender Laws in Egypt 
husband or master remarned. A. R. h p: ï d Divorce Laws in Islamic History, 
During the Ottoman Period." In Women, t e arm y, an 
(ed. A. E. Sonbol) Syracuse 1996, P· ioo. 
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motives were also practical. My guess is that after her master's decease and 
upon becoming a free person, she and her daughter Fatima had to leave the 
household where she used to live. Was it because of the widow's jealousy? In 
order to gain respectability she needed a husband, but at the same time she 
wanted a certain independence. That must have been the reason for includ 
ing the clause that Salih was allowed to live in her home and did not have to 
pay rent. Such a stipulation suggests that the wife controls the conjugal 
home and that the husband's authority is restricted.24 A match with Salih 
was not a bad opportunity. Although he was a peasant hailing from a remote 
place in the desert, with a culture very different from the Turkish Circassian 
military one in which she had been brought up, and probably spea-king a 
heavy regional dialect, he was also a man of some means. We do not know 
how long the marriage lasted, although it is clear from the dates of the 
documents in which his name appears (see note 15) that after 1116 he lived 
permanently or most of the time in al-Qasr. 'Ayisha bore him a daughter, 
Ruqayya, who eventually followed her father to al-Qasr, where we meet her 
in two documents: the inventory of her father's estate (1143) and an agree 
ment with her brother Muhammad after a financial dispute (1162).2s These 
documents make no mention of a husband and she must have remained 
unmarried. 

The transaction mentioned in the second document poses more problems of 
interpretation. Its wording is clear but we are left in the dark as to the mo 
tives of the parties concerned. Why should the widow of "Ayisha's former 
master suddenly be so generous as to offer financial support to her and her 
daughter Ruqayya whenever Salih would leave Cairo? In the absence of 
more documentary evidence, my explanation is speculative but plausible. I 
think a clue is the absence of any reference to 'Ayisha's daughter Fatima in 
the second document. In the marriage contract Salih takes the responsibility 
for the child's maintenance. In the second text only the younger daughter 
Ruqayya is mentioned and not Fatima. In the marriage document (dated 19 

24 See Hanna, Nelly. "Marriage among Merchant Families in Seventeenth-Century Cairo." In 
Women, the Family, and Divorce Laws in Islamic History, pp. 147-8. 

25 D.05.005 
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Rajab 1111 / 10 January 1700) the latter is described as having been weaned 
(fatima), i.e. two or three years old. At the time of the second document 
(dated 17 Muharram 1116 / 21 May 1704) her age must have been six or 
seven. Assuming that she had not died, which is of course possibility in so 
cieties with a high child mortality, my explanation for the fact that the sec 
ond document is silent on her is that her father's family had claimed her and 
that, in order to placate the mother, the father's widow offered some finan 
cial compensation. Since the documents show that Salih stayed more and 
more in al-Qasr, the support must have been most welcome. 

The reading and understanding of these documents is not easy. Familiarity 
with the cultural contexts is indispensable to give social and cultural mean 
ing to these purely legal transactions, recorded in a terse and formulaic 
style. However, by combining data from different documents with historical 
background information one can bring these documents to life, as I have 
tried to show using these two contracts as examples. After editing all avail 
able documents, we will try to use them to deepen our knowledge of the his 
tory of al-Qasr and the Dakhla oasis. 

Appendix One 
Paper, 26,3 by 14,4 cm. 
Writing clearly legible. 
Orthography: Hamza's omitted· dots som ti . 
sistently placed underneath th ' lij e imes omitted, but two dots con- 
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that according to Abdel-Rah' . 1 . . . owever, my readmg is based on the fact 

. Im stipu ations that the husb d Id 
sometimes included in marriage contracts. Abd 1-R hi " a~ wou not pay rent were 

e a Im, Family and gender laws," p. 100. 
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